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ADVANCE PRAISE: 

 

“A timely book that reminds us that the physical, emotional and spiritual nourishment we 

seek can be ours once we begin to let go of habitual behaviors.” 

—Deepak Chopra 
 
“Judith Wright has written an inspiring and rich text that will motivate any reader to 

believe it is possible to heal all addictions.” 

—Caroline Myss, author of Anatomy of the Spirit and Sacred Contracts 

 

“It is very revealing just how much of what we do follows certain recurring patterns we 

are barely aware of, if at all. Judith Wright shares with you insights that will alter your 

self-perspective forever. And that’s a good thing!” 

—James Redfield, author of The Celestine Prophecy 

 

 “Sometimes a small shift in perspective can open up a new world. That's what Judith 

Wright helps people do. She shows us how to transcend the numbing pressures of life and 

emerge into a transformed, fulfilling level of existence. If you have the feeling that there 

is more to life awaiting you, this could be the nudge you need.” 

—Larry Dossey, MD, author of Healing Beyond the Body, Reinventing Medicine, and 

Healing Words 

 

Imagine you could craft a new life for yourself from scratch. Would your game plan 

include three hours of television a night, another hour or two surfing the Internet, and 

mindless moments thumbing through mail order catalogs, gossiping on your cell phone or 

eating out of boredom? Probably not. So why choose it now?  Yet many of us find 

ourselves stuck in time wasting behaviors and avoiding a world so filled with possibility 

and potential. Author Judith Wright says the culprit that gets between us and our dreams, 

goals, and potential is our “Soft Addictions.”  In her new book, THE SOFT 

ADDICTION SOLUTION: Break Free of the Seemingly Harmless Habits that Keep 



You from the Life You Want (Tarcher/Penguin, 2006), she helps identify these 

insidious every day addictions and guides readers on a path to more meaningful and 

genuinely happier lives. Wright, an inspirational speaker, educator, trainer, corporate 

consultant, best-selling author, and co-founder of Wright, has created a complete program 

of 8 key life skills that’s has been used by thousands of people to not only overcome their 

soft addictions but to open up their lives to a greater sense of purpose and meaning. THE 

SOFT ADDICTION SOLUTION shares her methods, along with real-life, inspirational 

stories of success, and a complete workbook. 

 

Wright contends that we all have an innate desire to lead emotionally fulfilling lives, but 

too often we are tripped up by our dependence on seemingly harmless habits—shopping, 

watching TV, gossiping, surfing the Internet—routines that can insulate us from our 

thoughts, feelings, and from other people. These seemingly harmless habits are “soft 

addictions,” and they form a powerful net that traps us, preventing us from living more 

consciously or fully. 

 

The term Soft Addictions was coined by Judith and Wright as a way of designating those 

habits and behaviors that keep us from the life we want. Soft addictions satisfy surface 

desires or urges and ignore deeper needs. They numb us from our feelings and help us 

avoid our anxieties, substituting a superficial high or sense of activity for a sense of 

genuine purpose and fulfillment. In a very real sense, we become hooked on these 

habitual behaviors. But unlike drugs or alcohol, our soft addictions arrive in the guise of a 

"normal" socially acceptable activity.  

Examples of Soft Addictions include: 

 

… Overeating 

… Overworking 

… Getting lost in cyberspace by surfing the Internet for hours at a time 

… Compulsive shopping 

… Zoning out in front of the TV 

… Compulsively checking email or PDAs 

… Over-consuming sugar or chocolate 

… Procrastinating 

… Spending too much time flipping through catalogs and magazines  

… Checking out or zoning out 

… Obsessive fantasizing or daydreaming  

… Re-creating drama in your own life or watching soap operas and gossiping  

… People pleasing 

 

THE SOFT ADDICTION SOLUTION addresses the hunger that we have for more in life 

for more love, enjoyment, fulfillment, time, money, energy, satisfaction, direction, sense 

of purpose, and connection with spirit.  Wright shows us how, when we live a life of 

More, we overcome our soft addictions and don’t feel deprived because our needs are 

met so fully in other ways. We meet our needs and find fulfillment by engaging in 

activities and relationships that nurture, refresh, recreate and bring us into deep contact 

with ourselves. The outcome is more life, love, and meaning. 



 

The first step in Wright¹s program is to admit that you are engaged in activities that 

create a barrier to a more fulfilling and juicier life and, then, make the “One Decision” to 

change things. It is a gradual process of replacing numbing behaviors with nurturing 

activities. The promise is a life of More in which each day advances your goals and your 

vision, in which you live more purposefully and feel more intensely, in which you stop 

asking the small questions and start asking the big ones, in which your days are structured 

around meaningful activities, and your soft addictions fall away. 

 

About the Author 
Called “one of the most sought-after self-help gurus in the country,” by the San 

Francisco Chronicle, Judith Wright is an inspirational speaker, lifestyles expert, 

educator, trainer, corporate consultant, and best-selling author. She founded Wright 

where after 20 years of developing innovative, inspirational personal growth programs 

for universities, corporations, and individuals. Judith’s work has been covered widely in 

the media including 20/20, the Today show, Good Morning America, the Chicago 

Tribune, Fitness, Marie Claire, and many more. She is a frequent speaker for 

corporations and organizations across the country. 
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